
Howard County Fair 

Antique Tractor Pull 

Thursday August 10th 6PM 

Contest Arena pulling track. 

 

Classes 4500lb, 5500lb, 6500lb, 7500lb and 8500lb 

 

CLASSIC “STOCK” TRACTOR PULL RULES 2022 1. Pullers must maintain safe operation of their tractor on 
and off the track. 2. Pullers must be of age to safely operate all controls of their tractor on and off the 
track. 3. Only one person on a tractor at all times. 4. Pullers will participate and or compete at their own 
risk. 5. Track officials’ decision on all pulls are final. 6. Tractor year of manufacture must be 1972 or 
older. 7. 5 mph speed limit for all classic stock classes. If the speed limit is exceeded, a horn will sound 
once as a warning and a second time as a disqualification. Track official will also raise one hand to signal 
the puller of the 1st horn sounding. 8. Maximum drawbar height will be 20” to the top hook point and 
18” from the center of the axle to the hitch point. Hitch must be rigid in all directions. A suitable clevis 
will be allowed for tractors with a stock draw bar. 9. 18.4 x 38 and or 20.8 x 34 is the maximum tire size 
allowed. 10. Top cut tires will be allowed. 11. Tractors will have the ability to stop within 75 feet on the 
track and come back to the start line for one additional attempt only. 12. All classic stock classes will 
allow no more than 100 lb. above the weight limit for scale variance. 13. Track officials will stop the pull 
of any tractor that has a front end at an unsafe, elevated level. The track official’s decision will be final. 
14. All classic stock tractors must be naturally aspirated, no turbochargers allowed. 15. If a tractor 
touches the track side boundary line during the pull, it will be disqualified. 16. Any part that falls off a 
tractor during a pull will result in a disqualification.  

 

Fee: $10 hook fee (2 hook limit) Subject to change. 

All competitors must sign appropriate waivers. 

  


